
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

ENQUIRY  
 
Does trade benefit everyone always? 

 

OUTCOMES 
 

 Enacting socially and environmentally responsible enterprise, following research into a particular sector 

 

VOCABULARY 
 
Trade, commerce, economy, industry, entrepreneurial, spread sheet, ethics, responsibility, exploitation, fair trade, silk road, 

budget, capital, consumer, investment, profit, loss 

 

KEY TEXTS 
 

 The Silk Road: A New History of the World by Peter Frankopan 

 Prisoners of Geography by Tim Marshall 

 

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
 

 https://templates.office.com/en-gb/profit-and-loss 

 Felber (2019) Trading for Good: How Global Trade Can be Made to Serve People Not Money 

 Freeman (2020) The Power of And: Responsible Business Without Trade-Offs 

 https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=Z5KZhm19EO0 

 

RESOURCES 
 

Examples of ethical clothing, pre-made spreadsheet examples, e-commerce websites

Enterprise 
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https://templates.office.com/en-gb/profit-and-loss
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=Z5KZhm19EO0


CORE CURRICULUM LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

English Mathematics Physical Education Art 

Spelling: Phonemes: ch, sh, ay, ee, 
er  
 

 Use the perfect form of 
verbs to mark  
relationships of time and 
cause 

 Finding equivalent 
fractions and 
simplifying 
fractions  

 
 Common 

denomination: 
adding and 
subtracting 

Health and Fitness  
 

 Static balance- stance  
 

 Coordination- footwork   
 
 

 Tennis 
 Rounders 

Collage  
 

 To create a photomontage using given photographs from a range of 
sources   

  Add collage to a painted, printed or drawn background to enhance 
work 

Textiles   
 Show experience in painting, printing and dying fabric   
 Demonstrate experience in combining techniques to produce an end 

piece eg– embroidery over tie dye   
 Show an awareness of skills involved in techniques such as knitting, 

crochet, lace making   

PSHCE Spanish Computing  History 

 Personal Safety 
 

 Romans Computing/ Coding  
 

 Pupil will engage with a software 
system (Turlte graphics) to explore 
and develop algorithms.  

 Pupils will explain what debugging 
means and the importance of 
saving work after each functioning 
iteration.   

 Produce a program with a variety 
of objects, actions, events and 
outputs   

 

Enterprise: Silk Road  
 

 a non-European society that provides contrasts with British history 

PRE Science 

 
 Hinduism – Karma and the 

Afterlife 
 

EARTH  
 

 Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system.  
 Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth.   
 Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies.  
 Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the sun across the sky. 

 


